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Dear Reader,

The September issue of The HistWriter comes
to you from Wexford in Ireland.

This month I look at Miasma, Contagion and
Plague through the lens of history. I review
the history of 14 Henrietta Street, a tenement
museum in Dublin, and The Gypsy's Daughter
by Katie Hutton.
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‘It is after all a truism that the plagues that afflict us do so because we have upset the
balance of nature’

Although the science in this book from 1996 is somewhat dated, the links that he draws between
ecological breakdown and the rise of epidemic disease need to be revisited in the present day.
In ‘The Miasma: Epidemic and Panic in Nineteenth Century Ireland’, Joseph Robins, a social
historian and assistant secretary in the Irish Department of Health looks at the societal dimensions
of epidemics: the drivers and the hype, and the way that destitution and rural evictions meant that
around the country entire areas were ravaged by disease. In Kilrush in May 1849:

‘As soon as one horde of homeless and all but naked paupers are dead or prodvided for in the
workhouse, another wholesale eviction doubles the number who, in turn, pass through the same
ordeal…As cabins become fewer, lodgings however miserable become more difficult to obtain.
And the helpless and houseless creatures thus turned out of the only house they ever knew betake
themselves to the nearest bog or ditch with their little all and, thus huddled together, disease soon
decimates them.’

Across the globe today, the same factors drive up risk from the present day Covid pandemic -
mortality is higher in deprived and overcrowded households, and in societies where individuals
have fewer options about how they avoid infection.

 

Miasma, Contagion and Plagues: epidemic
disease in history

As we ride another wave of
coronavirus with new variants
emerging, a few observations on
pandemic disease may be relevant.
In ‘Plagues: their origin, history
and future’, Christopher Wills, a
Professor of Biology from San
Diego, spans several centuries
tracing the common threads of
epidemics such as the Plague,
malaria, cholera and AIDS. He
writes:
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At home we have a facetious habit of referring to any mail order item that arrives as
a ‘present’. My books from 14 Henrietta Street arrived in a reusable and
biodegradable mailer. Inside they were wrapped in brown paper and string tied in an
attractive bow and looking exactly like a present.
14 Henrietta Street is a museum in Dublin which I haven’t yet been able to visit due
to Covid restrictions and other factors. Their series of three books describes the
history of the building, a noble Georgian residence that descended the social scale
during the 19th century and eventually became a tenement. 
The books are a sensory delight with embossed covers, thick paper and lavish
illustrations: photography of the building itself and archival material that illuminates
the social history of Dublin.
The three titles in the set are: Georgian Beginnings, 1750-1800 by Melanie Hayes,
Grandeur and Decline 1800-1922 by Timothy Murtagh, and From Tenement to
Suburbia, 1922-1979 by Donal Fallon.
Link to 14, Henrietta Street

14 Henrietta Street 

https://14henriettastreet.ticketsolve.com/products/regular
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 Harmony (Harry) is a bright and beautiful teenage girl of partly Gypsy heritage. She is raped by
seasonal farm workers yet denied legal redress. Her family and her schoolteacher nurture her
determination to prove herself as a survivor and she wins a university scholarship.

As this moving story unfolds, Harry, an excellent student, is courted by a haughty and controlling
French lecturer but her heart is drawn to working-class Ned from the bicycle factory. Ned is also
wounded by his past and their love must help them to overcome their trauma. Their story mirrors a
time of hope, when England strove to heal and develop after WW2. 

 This compelling novel is beautifully written and richly evoked. Its varied voices and regional accents
are deftly written and there are cinematic images of the lush countryside of Kent and the bustling
streets of Nottingham, the hush of libraries and the clatter of factories. 

 The story rests on a solid foundation of social history - of that era in England, after WW2 and before
Thatcher, when thriving industries, full employment and trades unions brought prosperity to many. It
was an era that had its problems - and Katie Hutton references the treatment of homosexuals and
minorities and the misogyny of the justice system - but also was a time when university education,
affordable for all, was a powerful enabler of individual and social advancement. 

 The Gypsy’s Daughter reads well as a stand alone novel but is a sequel to The Gypsy Bride, a family
saga. 

Link to Amazon.co.uk

The Gypsy's Daughter

Katie Hutton

 A poignant and compelling story of
trauma and the healing power of love:
its many voices ring true and a past era
in England is evoked with cinematic
precision.

https://amzn.to/2XbVCVU
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Next time:   Minding ourselves as writers/Minding ourselves as writers/
Write what you imagineWrite what you imagine

M Wallis | HistWriter.com
Forth Mountain
Wexford
Ireland

In my day job as a consultant paediatrician I’m well used to teaching small and large groups and
tutoring individuals - in creative writing I feel unqualified. Yet one of the old aphorisms in
medicine is: ‘See one, do one, teach one.’  -i.e. Watch a procedure, do a procedure, teach a
procedure. I’ve been writing and learning about writing for ten years now and must have learned
something along the way. Certainly all creative writing courses are starting to look the same to
me.
So I’m starting small with a private course for my own local writing group - Wexford Write Club
- to be held via Eventbrite and Zoom.
The thirteen sessions, to be held at fortnightly intervals are: 

1. Minding ourselves as writers
2. Write what you imagine
3. Bring your characters to life
4. What’s your story about? (And are you doing NaNoWriMo?)
5. Who’s telling the story?
6. Writing beginnings and endings
7. Form and synopsis
8. Different types of editing
9. The sound of dialogue
10. Pace and suspense
11. Hello world! - Routes to publication
12. Polishing, presenting and submitting work
13. Wrap-up and next steps (And are you doing Camp NaNoWriMo?)

Wexford Fiction Writers' Workshop: 
My first venture into teaching


